CP PLUS Secures Prism Tower, UAE
CP PLUS solutions help Credo Investments FZE acquire the required
certifications for their upmarket project - Prism Tower with the latest stateof-the-art surveillance technologies.
Background
CP PLUS solutions recently secured The Prism
Tower, one of the high end properties by the
reputed Credo Investments FZE in Dubai. Being
a new project, it needed to meet the SIRA
requirements, an essential validation for all real
estate projects in the country.
Mission
The management wanted a reliable security
solution that will assist the deployed security
personnel at the premise operate and monitor
the property without any hiccups. Image quality
and round the clock monitoring were the main
requirements.
Solution
The premises required careful screening so as to
determine the best locations and angles where
cameras could be installed to monitor the
maximum area without compromising on the
footage quality. The choice of cameras, cabling,
and related equipment/ peripherals, also required careful evaluation.
After analyzing the locations and system requirements, the CP PLUS Solutions Team designed and
developed IP solutions suitable to meet the client’s requirement. IP solutions are an ideal choice
when detailed clarity is required; it offers a compression of H.265. Installation is easier since the
cabling requirements are significantly lesser as compared to analog solutions, which was best
suited considering the expanse of the location. Further, the combination of cameras and NVRs
chosen offered live monitoring in Full HD (@1080P) and efficient remote monitoring (@
1080P/10FPS), which ensured distinct, hiccup free footage.
Result
The simple yet user friendly interface and operation of the new surveillance system was highly
appreciated and commended by the security officials in charge, and the project concluded
successfully. The HD video surveillance solution delivered great results, meeting client expectations
successfully.

“Since it was a new construct, designing a solution didn’t pose much of a challenge. The project
was concluded successfully to the client’s satisfaction”, said the spokesperson of Blue Lotus
Technical Services LLC, the system integrator for the project.

